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11.00 Chair’s Introduction


Andrew Lagden, Education Consultant

11.05 Morning Session: Inspection Framework Update
•

Overview of the current Ofsted Inspection Framework

•

Update on any changes to the framework, including the new arrangements for short
inspections in Spring Term 2018

•

Developments in how Ofsted inspects the curriculum in all phases

•

Assessment arrangements and how they relate to inspections

•

An update on the inspection of safeguarding, with a focus on practice and impact

•

Full and short inspections in a nutshell: what to expect

•

Preparing and embedding practices to be inspection-ready, including evidence of
current outcomes, self-evaluation and self-improvement plans

•

Providing evidence of the progress of pupils currently in school, including the
disadvantaged and SEND: use of assessment and internal data



Stephen Rollett, Inspections & Accountability Specialist, Association of School and
College Leaders



Helen Jones, School Improvement Consultant & Former Education Services Director,
Herts for Learning



David Birch, Associate Director, National Education Trust

13.00 Networking Lunch
13.45 Afternoon Session: Examples of Success
•

Experiences of successful inspection outcomes under the current Ofsted Framework
and key things to be aware of

•

Hearing from school leaders about the impact of the new framework, including the short
inspections for ‘Good’ schools

•

How to support staff through an inspection, including managing their stress

•

How school leaders have prepared for inspections, ensuring key documents such as
SEF & SIP and others are in place



Catherine Davies, Executive Headteacher The Hawkswood Group



Chris Gabbett, Principal, Trinity Catholic School



Mary Myatt, Education Adviser and Author High Challenge, Low Threat, Hopeful
Schools, Curriculum Commentary

15.30 Event Close
**Please note that all speakers and the agenda are subject to change without notice**

